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County Receives Funding for Regional Transit 

On March 18, Grey County was approved for a $100,000 grant from the province to 

help improve rural transportation services in the region. Funding will be used to create a 

coordinated system to make it easier for residents to arrange transit services. Grey 

County applied for the grant earlier this year after completing a rural transportation 

study in 2014. 

“Anyone living in Grey County without a vehicle or access to public transit is at a 

significant disadvantage when it comes to employment and accessing goods and 

services,” says Grey County Warden Kevin Eccles. “By improving regional transit, 

residents will have better access to the places they need to go allowing them to be more 

independent and socially involved in the community.”  

In 2014 Grey County completed a rural transportation study identifying existing service 

providers in the area, destinations served, and groups of people in the greatest need for 

transit. The information collected revealed a coordinated transit system as the best way 

to improve local service. Under this model a centralized hub is created and managed by 

a lead agency. This hub gives customers one point of contact when arranging transit, 

regardless of location. Specialized computer software is used to link providers to one 

another and efficiently coordinate routes.  

“The study found multiple providers often travel with half-empty seats to the same 

destinations,” says Barb Fedy, Director of Social Services with Grey County. “With 

better coordination more seats in one vehicle can be filled while additional vehicles can 

be sent to other locations where there was previously no coverage.”   

Improved efficiency may also lead to savings for customers making service more 

affordable for those in need. 

“Finding affordable transportation can be a real struggle for lower or fixed income 

residents,” says Fedy.  

Background 

Grey County applied for the Community Transportation Pilot Grant Program in 2015.  

This provincial grant helps improve community transportation services for seniors, 
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persons living with disabilities, youth, and other members of the community who need 

transportation. Grey County was one of 11 municipalities to be approved funding.  
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For more information please contact Warden Kevin Eccles at kevin.eccles@grey.ca or 

519-372-0219 ext. 1225 or Barb Fedy at barb.fedy@grey.ca or 519-376-7112 ext. 1389. 
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